Useful pages in Sticks and Stones
1. pp 2-3 How Greg treats his friends at school.
2. p. 4 Description of Bumface (John) and Ugg (David).
3. p. 5 The headmaster’s announcement of the stolen mobile.
4. p. 8 I looked over and saw Bumface scowling … no wait a minute, that was
him smiling. First hint that it might be Bumface!
5. p. 9 The police officer phones Tony’s mobile.
6. p. 10 Tony’s phone in Greg’s locker
7. p. 11 Greg says he’s innocent and says it’s a plant (= gömt tjuvgods).
8. p. 12 Tony says he didn't really see the person who mugged him but
thinks it might have been Greg.
9. p. 13 Discussion about Tony’s black eye.
10. pp. 14-15, 19 How everyone in school turns against Greg + that Greg had
said at one point that he had planned to take Tony’s mobile to stop him
from phoning for food.
11. pp. 17-18 The alibi that Jamila wanted to meet him in the school car park,
but Jamila didn't turn up.
12. p. Lucy tells him that she doesn't believe that it was Greg.
13. pp. 22-25 Lucy explains why somebody might have wanted to put the
blame on Greg.
14. p. 25 For the first time, Greg suspects that Tony is part of the whole thing.
15. p. 29 The text from Jamila was sent from Tony’s mobile number.
16. p. 33 Greg reasons with himself realizing that he might not be as popular
as he thinks.
17. p. 35 Description of Lucy’s personality.
18. pp. 38-39 Lucy gets a nasty text. It’s probably Pinocchio, his best friend.
19. pp. 43-45 What happened in the boys’ toilets.

20. p. 44 Greg sees on Tony’s face that he’s in it with somebody, because he
went pale when he is confronted by Greg.
21. p. 46 Lucy has had a chat with Tony. She finds out that he’s afraid of
someone, because he had said that he would get another black eye if he
was seen with her and Greg.
22. p. 49 (at the bottom of the page) Why Tony isn’t telling the full story.
23. p. Greg says that he has never meant to harm anyone.
24. p. Greg realizes why Bumface and Ugg are glued to Tony (to mak sure
Tony didn’t talk to him).
25. pp. 52-53 Tony doesn’t deny when being asked by Lucy if it was Bumface
and Ugg who had stolen his mobile. Lucy tells Tony that she has a plan to
stop him from having to be scared of Bumface and Ugg and to clear
Greg’s name.
26. pp. 55-64 How Greg and Lucy tricked Ugg and Bumface in the
headmaster’s office into admitting that it was Bumface that had done it
without revealing that Tony had grassed (tjallat) on them.
27. pp. 65-73 All about Lucy and Greg getting really good friends - a team.

